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Description
When programming tones for the UVB5 the program will not save the tones that you set, it randomly rests them to 88.5 and changes
tsql to tones, ive downloaded the latest build, i can set everything the way i want it and when i save the file and reopen the tones are
all jumbled up again. The tones i am trying to program are 82.5 and 171.3, it changes them to 88.5 and leaves some correct and
changes others. Very frustrating.

History
#1 - 02/11/2016 06:38 pm - Jim Unroe
Michael,
This is most likely user error. I recently explained how to correctly choose and then select settings when using Windows in issue 3243
Also, the columns that are used are dependent on the Tone Mode that is chosen. If you change the value of an unused column, it will revert back to
the default value (88.5).
For example:
Tone Mode = Tone only uses the Tone column, the ToneSql is ignored
Tone Mode = TSQL only uses the ToneSql column, the Tone column is ignored
Click View in the menu bar and then enable "Hide unused fields" and this will be more obvious.
You may also want to take a look as some of these Guides and Examples
Jim KC9HI

#2 - 01/29/2020 05:10 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Target version set to chirp-daily
- Chirp Version changed from 0.4.0 to daily

Did the feedback help, can we close this? Thanks.

#3 - 04/24/2020 05:18 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed
- Model affected changed from (All models) to Baofeng UV-B5
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No more feedback by submitter.
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